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Public Power Weekly Exclusive: Enhancing 
the customer power use experience through 
technology

Employing technology to give customers better information about 
their electricity use — and more options for managing that use 
— can enhance public power utilities’ relationships with their 
customers, save customers money, and help public power utilities 
trim their power needs and costs. 
 
Increasingly familiar with rapid, web-based interactions with 
Amazon, Netflix and other high-tech service providers, “our 
customers have come to expect more from us” 
regarding power consumption data and energy-
use management, and Loveland Water & Power 
is stepping up to the challenge, said Gretchen 
Stanford, customer relations manager at the 
35,000-customer Colorado public power utility. 
 
With support from Opower, a software company 
focused on improving utilities’ “customer 
engagement,” LWP has implemented a series 
of programs—including Home Energy Report, efficiency rebates 
and energy audits—to inform customers about how they are 
using energy and to help them reduce their electric use and bills, 
Stanford said. 
 

Recently, LWP 
has been 
working with 
Opower to 
implement 
Bill Advisor, a 
program that 
gives electric 
customers 

early email notification—called High Bill Alert--that their power 
consumption is up 30% or more from the previous month and 
tells them how they can reduce their upcoming bills if they take 
corrective action.

Most significant, perhaps, Loveland’s municipal utility is the first 
to implement Bill Advisor/High Bill Alert without benefit of smart 
meters or other advanced meter infrastructure, said Jamie Staples, 
the Opower account executive responsible for the LWP account. 
Instead, he said, LWP leverages Opower’s access to a vast trove 
of residential energy usage data and the software company’s 
advanced predictive algorithms to determine which customers are 
certain to be using more energy. 
That same information is made available to LWP’s call-center 

operators so they can more quickly—and helpfully--assist 
customers who call with questions about their bills. Enabling 
operators to better help customers understand their energy use not 
only increases customer satisfaction, Staples said, it reduces call-
center costs by trimming call duration and the need for operators.

The benefits of information 
Other, larger municipal utilities have been taking similar steps. 
Farres Everly, director of marketing and corporate communications 
at Sacramento Municipal Utility District, a 615,000-customer muni 
in California’s capital city, said that “SMUD has always been focused 
on customer engagement, but certainly customer expectations 

are changing regarding technology, electricity-use 
information, renewables and other factors.” 
 

Everly continued, “We’re working hard to meet 
and exceed those expectations and a lot of that 
will happen via our digital channels, and more 
specifically, the My Account section of our website. 
That’s where we provide a number of tools related 
to customers’ electricity use, green energy program 

options and more.” 
 

Providing public power utility customers with more information 
about how they use energy has a number of benefits, said Everly. 
“First and foremost, it helps them save money. When customers 
know how they use electricity, they learn how to adapt their 
usage to their benefit. They also can determine when equipment 
upgrades such as new windows or a more efficient air conditioner 
will make a real difference. And when we begin the move to time-
of-use pricing, this information will be even more important for our 
customers.” 
 
Increasing customer awareness about electric use also helps SMUD 
reduce peak demand, and with that the need to generate—or 
buy—higher-cost power, Everly said. 
 
Matt Smith, senior director of utility solutions at Silver Spring 
Networks, said that he views smart meters/AMI as critically 
important elements of enhanced customer connections. “If you 
can’t measure and understand how energy is being used in homes 
at the granular level it’s very difficult to truly engage customers.” 
 
Silver Spring Networks has been helping several public power 
utilities —among them SMUD, New Braunfels Utilities in Texas, and 
City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri —and investor-owned utilities 
like Oklahoma Gas & Electric establish and develop smart meter/
AMI-based customer-engagement efforts, Smith said.  --Housley 
Carr, Public Power Daily, January 11, 2016.
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RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - The company that lets you compare air fares 
and translate foreign languages online wants to make it easier 
to weigh the costs and benefits of installing solar panels on 
household rooftops. 

Google is rolling out a new online service that quickly tallies up 
considerations of going solar and whether homeowners should 
consider buying or leasing photovoltaic panels costing thousands 
of dollars. 

Google’s Project Sunroof combines the eye-in-the-sky images 
behind Google Earth with calculations on how much shade trees 
cast over a rooftop, data on local weather patterns, industry 
pricing and available subsidies to arrive at its bottom line. 

The service expanded in December to analyze properties in the 
Raleigh area, as well as 15 other metro areas in Arizona, Nevada, 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey and Colorado. 

Interested potential customers are referred to solar-panel 
installers for further follow-up, cutting their marketing costs, said 
Carl Elkin, the senior software engineer behind the service.
“We at Google believe in solar energy. The solar industry needs 
our help,” he said. 

Google has invested more than $1 billion in recent years into solar 
energy, including $300 million earlier this 
year into a fund that finances residential 
rooftop projects installed by SolarCity 
Corp. Google invested $280 million in the 
publicly traded company in 2011. 

Project Sunroof launched this summer 
in San Francisco and Fresno, California, 
and Boston, where Elkin works. The 
metro areas were picked based on 
several criteria, including Google’s 
available satellite imagery and local 
market conditions including government 
incentives, Elkin said. 

Google’s proposition is a faster, simpler way of sizing up possible 
pros and cons of solar than calling out someone for a site 
evaluation or using the more complex calculator offered by the 
U.S. Energy Department. 

An Associated Press reporter who plugged in his Raleigh home 
address was informed that installing solar panels would likely be 
a money-loser based on the amount of usable annual rooftop 
sunlight, shading from surrounding pine trees, and current 

household power use. But if the reporter chose to pursue the idea 
further, buying rather than leasing or a loan would be the better 
deal.

Google’s increased involvement in solar comes as some states 
begin to re-evaluate policies that have helped stimulate the rapid 
growth in turning the sun into electricity. 

All but a handful of states have laws allowing what’s called “net 
metering” for homes or businesses — basically selling power 
from rooftop cells they don’t use themselves, usually to the local 
electric utility, according to the National Conference of State 
Legislatures. In December, Mississippi became the 46th state to 
adopt broad rules promoting solar power. 

In Texas and some of the remaining states, individual utilities may 
offer similar solar-purchase options, according to the Solar Energy 
Industries Association, a national trade group. 

Solar accounts for about 1 percent of the country’s total reported 
electricity generation, 
according to the U.S. 
Energy Information 
Administration. About 
two-thirds of that is from 
utility-scale solar arrays 

that are often spread 
across rural tracts.
But as many as two 
dozen states are 
considering changes 
that would reduce the 
incentives for solar 
customers under the 
theory they too should 
pay for the broader 
power grid. 

Nevada utilities 
regulators last week adopted a policy to reduce by 75 percent 
over five years the amount Las Vegas-area electric company NV 
Energy pays customers for extra power their solar panels produce. 
The change means rooftop solar customers will pay more of the 
costs now shifted to non-solar customers to maintain the utility’s 
transmission lines and power generation. --Emery P. Dalesio, 
Associated Press, Electric Light & Power, January 4, 2016 

GOOGLE helps analyze if solar rooftops are a good deal 
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